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This poster emphasizes a known archaeological site situated in the traditional Paiute culture
area, east of Susanville, California, known as 28.17.01.01. The theoretical framework utilized
in this analysis falls under the guise of Human Behavioral Ecology (HBE).
• Optimal Foraging Theory (OFT) theoretically operates alongside HBE.
• OFT assumes prehistoric hunters were actively engaged in the most
optimal hunting and food gathering strategies.
• Prey Choice Model (PCM), a subset of OFT, expects that prehistoric hunters constructed
mental hierarchies of the most desirable species based on optimal caloric intake.
• PCM assumes that this hierarchy would have emphasized large bodied
game. For instance, deer would have always been preferred over rabbits.
• However, PCM seems to neglect not only cultural preferences but the geographic
constraints one might have faced while travelling across harsh terrain environments.
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Mule Deer:
Bighorn Sheep:
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Pronghorn:
Jackrabbit:
Cottontail:
Mallard Duck:
Sage Grouse:
Valley Quail:
Trout:

Hypothesis:
Is it possible that in certain contexts due to the rigorous terrain surrounding habitation sites
that high ranking large bodied game would have been too costly to pursue, process, and
transport back to the habitation site?
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Results:

Conclusion:

• Tobler’s Hiking Function reveals that site 28.17.01.01 is within a highly intense geographic
landscape exemplified by the map at the top right of the poster.
• On average an individual could travel across this landscape at about 3.7 kilometers per
hour. However, a lot of this landscape, represents terrain that is even slower travelling
speeds especially immediately around the site.
• The Digital Elevation Model, directly above, reveals the severe elevation transitions
throughout the area. The blue areas on both maps reveals cliff faces that would have to
be avoided and gone around.
• Considering a day long hunting trip one could hardly venture 8 miles from the habitation
site.
• At an average speed of 3.7kph it would take approximately 4 hours to travel 8 miles.
• Considering a one hour processing time and the struggle to drag the prey item home one
would barely make it back before dark.

The aforementioned results seem to indicate that this area was extremely difficult to travel
around. This would more than likely influence prehistoric hunters within this area to utilize
opportunistic hunting strategies. All food resources within the area would have more than
likely been pursued. This does not follow a strict adherence to the PCM which only
emphasizes large bodied species. Generalizing the motives of prehistoric hunters solely
based on the assumption that they would desire and pursue large bodied game for survival
neglects many key cultural factors. This neglect ignores cultural preferences ranging from
palatability to traditional notions regarding unique cultural specific foraging preferences and
methods.

Methods:
Current research has argued that larger species were without a doubt the most logical subsistence
choice for prehistoric hunters. However, Grimstead (2010) has argued that this train of thought
does “not address the potentially unique effects of high travel costs.” This emphasis will be used
throughout the analysis along with the assumption that prehistoric hunters at site 28.17.01.01
were concerned with hunting trips only lasting a days time. This goes along with the Central Place
Foraging Model highly utilized by Grimstead.
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Analysis Tools:
• Tobler’s Hiking Function : Walking Velocity (km/hr) = W. Slope of the terrain (dh/dx) = S.
• Equation: W = 6* exp{-3.5*abs(S + 0.05)}
• Tobler’s requires a Digital Elevation Model and a table depicting the significance
of slope degrees influencing walking speed.
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